
Knowledge Organiser

What I should already know
● The names of the basic parts of a flowering plant and how it grows from seed to fruit.
● The six types of animals and how they are classified.
● How animals reproduce and where their babies come from e.g live birth, eggs…
● The life-cycles of common animals e.g caterpillar, dog, frog…

Key Questions
Do plants only grow from seeds?
How do plants grow if they don’t have flowers or 
fruit?
How do plants reproduce?
How do the different types of animals reproduce?
Are there any differences between the life-cycles of 
different types of animals?
Are there differences between life cycles of the same 
type of animal e.g different mammals, or different 
amphibians?

Science: The life-cycles of Plants and Animals

Key people

David Attenborough- Broadcaster and natural historian.

Jane Goodall- World famous for her work on the lives of chimpanzees and our knowledge on them.

Steve Backshall- Adventurer and natural historian, well known for his show ‘Deadly 60’ and animals 
that have a bit of bite!

George McGavin- Zoologist passionate about insects

Steve Irwin- World famous Australian ‘Crocodile Hunter’ passionate about reptiles and other animals 
native to Australia.

Useful web links
https://www.dkfindout.com/uk/animals-and-nature/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Attenborough

http://speakingofscience.juliegould.net/science-communication/speaking-to-dr-george-mcgavi
n/

http://www.steveirwinday.org/about/steve-irwin

https://www.stevebackshall.com/

https://www.janegoodall.org.uk/jane-goodall/biography

Key Vocabulary

Stamen The male reproductive organs of flowers 
made up of the anther and filament

Stigma, 
Style, Ovary 

The female reproductive organs of 
flowers made up of the carpel and pistil

Ovule Found inside the ovary, become seeds if 
the plant is pollinated

Mammal Warm blooded, covered in fur/hair, live 
births, 

Insect Exoskeleton, body made of 3 parts 
(head, thorax, abdomen)

Reptile Cold blooded, dry skin covered in 
scales/plates, lay eggs to reproduce

Amphibian Can live on land or in the water as an 
adult, soft moist skin, usually scaleless, 
breed in water, lay eggs (or spawn)

Fish Live in water, cold blooded, breathe 
oxygen from the water

Bird Covered in feathers, has a beak, wings, 
warm blooded, eggs to hatch young

What I will know by the end of the unit.
● The life cycles of the 6 types of animals and any exceptions to patterns
● The life cycles of flowering plants, non flowering plants 
● I will understand the anatomy of a flowering plant and how they reproduce
● I will have investigated the different ways that plants can be grown and explain the differences and 

similarities
● I will have developed my sketching for detail skills by drawing dissected flowers and their parts in the 

style of traditional botanical illustrations.
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